
RESULTS: Median age of patients was 68 (59;76.5) years, 80% were female; eGFR was
[42.6; (23;57)] and 65% were in CKD stages 3-4. One third had diabetes mellitus and over
90% of them were hypertensive. Iron deficiency, absolute (defined as ferritin<100 ng/
mL and transferrin saturation<20%) or relative (ferritin>100 ng/mL and transferrin
saturation<20%), was seen in 55% of the cohort and in 71% of those who were anemic.

Hypothyroidism (defined as TSH>4.94 mUI/L) was observed in 25% of cases but 69%
of them had iron deficiency (p=0.13). Lower TSAT [17 (13;22) vs. 21 (16;26), p=0.03],
lower hemoglobin [11.4 (10.5;12.6) vs. 12.6 (11.4;13.6), p=0.04], lower hematocrit
[34.4 (32;39) vs. 37.8 (34.5;41), p=0.002] and lower eFG [36 (18;48.5) vs. 45 (24;66),
p=0.044] were noticed in patients with hypothyroidism as compared to those with
euthyroidism. Yet, in a model of binary logistic regression none of the iron metabolism
parameters was retained as a predictor for TSH. Only serum albumin was associated
with thyroid function (B=-1.1; 95%CI 0.15 to 0.75, p<0.08).

CONCLUSIONS: In our cohort of relatively young, with a low diabetes prevalence of
non-dialysis CKD patients, neither anemia nor iron deficiency seems to be related with
thyroid function.
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INTRODUCTION: Background:A possible side effect of intravenous iron treatment in
patients on haemodialysis (HD) is the excessive hepatic deposit, which could occasionally
lead to secondary hemochromatosis. Currently, the quantification of hepatic iron
deposition by nuclear magnetic resonance (MRI) is considered the best non-invasive
method, equivalent to liver biopsy. Aims: A) To evaluate the concentration of hepatic
iron deposition by MRI in patients on haemodialysis. B) To analyze the relationship
between hepatic iron deposits and clinical and analytical variables.

METHODS: This observational study examined 36 patients in maintenance HD
belonging to a Spanish unit. Iron deposition was estimated by Rennes scale. Each
patient underwent a hepatic MRI to quantify the iron deposition in order to correlate
the findings with the mean weekly iron sucrose and darbepoetin alfa dose in the last 3
months. In addition, iron deposition was correlated with mean analytical parameters
associated to iron treatment and liver function in the last 3 months. Baseline
characteristics of the patients were recorded. Non-parametrics statistics techniques
were used. p<0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS:

CONCLUSIONS: Ferritin was confirmed as the best biomarker of iron deposition,
without differences in the relationship between iron overload and IST in the different
groups. The mean dose of intravenous iron administered during the last 3 months did
not have significant effect on the iron deposition. However, it was significantly associated
with time in treatment on HD, suggesting that the cumulative iron dose increases the iron
deposits over the years. Finally, there was a non-significant correlation between the liver
function biomarkers and the hepatic deposits among different groups, which suggests
that higher levels of iron deposition do not cause hepatotoxicity.
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INTRODUCTION: Management of anemia in hemodialysis (HD) patients requires
knowledge of hemoglobin (Hgb) levels. To that end blood samples are drawn and sent

to laboratories mostly between once a week to once a month. An automated point-of-
care (POC) Hgb measurement would reduce time delays, logistics, and costs. The
Critline monitor (CLM) provides laboratory-equivalent measurements of hematocrit /
Hgb during dialysis. However, Hgb levels measured early after the start of HD are
necessarily lower than pre-HD levels because of the infusion of saline priming fluid. To
correct for that effect, we have developed a mathematical model that considers
estimates of absolute blood volume, priming saline volume, saline half-life, timing of
CLM Hgb measurement, and ultrafiltration rate (1). Previous research revealed that
this mathematical model allows us to estimate pre-HD Hgb values with almost perfect
accuracy. However, the precision (uncertainty) was unexpectedly high.
Fundamentally, there are 3 sources of uncertainty, (a) pre-analytic variability;
(b) laboratory variability; (c) imprecision of the mathematical model to correct the
POC Hgb value.

METHODS: We estimated the imprecision of our Hgb correction model using Monte
Carlo simulations over wide a range of absolute blood volumes, priming saline volume,
saline dispersion half-lives, timing of CLM Hgb measurements, and ultrafiltration
rates. The imprecision of the laboratory Hgb measurement was estimated from 81
blood samples. The uncertainty due to pre-analytic procedures was calculated using
standard error propagation equations.

RESULTS: Based on data from 952 patients and 5,731 HD treatments we calculated the
accuracy and SD of the difference between CLM-based estimated pre-HD Hgb and
measured pre-HD Hgb to be 0.07 and 0.59 g/dL, respectively. The uncertainty (1 SD) of
laboratory Hgb measurement was 0.13 g/dL. The uncertainty of the Hgb correction
model was also 0.13 g/dL, based on 4.6 billion Monte Carlo simulations. Using these
three estimated uncertainties, we calculate the uncertainty due to pre-analytic
procedures to be 0.56 g/dL.

CONCLUSIONS: CLM-based POC estimates of pre-HD Hgb levels are highly
accurate. The difference between these estimated and measured Hgb values stems
mostly from variability associated with pre-analytic procedures.

Reference:

1.LM Tapia Silva et al., Agreement between Spectra Hemoglobin and Crit-Line
Monitor Estimated Hemoglobin. 2018 ASN abstract.
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INTRODUCTION: Improved responsiveness to erythropoiesis stimulating agents
(ESAs) in patients on on-line post-dilution haemodiafiltration (Post-HDF) compared
with conventional haemodialysis (HD) has been reported by some authors but
challenged by others. Based on the positive results of a previous explorative study, this
prospective randomized cross-over study tested the hypothesis that an alternative
infusion modality of HDF, mixed-dilution HDF (Mixed HDF) could contribute to
further reduce the needs of ESAs in dialysis patients.

METHODS: One-hundred-twenty patients from 6 Dialysis Centres were randomly
assigned to two six-month treatment sequences: A-B and B-A (A, Mixed HDF; B, Post-
HDF). Comparative evaluation of haemoglobin (Hb) trend, ESA (darbepoetin alfa)
consumption and ESA resistance (ERI) was performed. Treatments efficiency, iron and
vitamins status, inflammation and nutrition parameters were monitored. Analysis of
parameters dependence completed the study.

RESULTS: In sequence A-B, decreasing darbepoetin doses (from 0.41 to 0.33 mg/
kg/month) were required to maintain stable Hb levels during Mixed HDF, while
a significant fall in Hb (11.6 to 11.2 g/dl) occurred during Post-HDF (in spite of
a significant increase in ESA doses (up to 0.48 mg/kg/month at 6th month). In
sequence B-A, ESA requirement increased during Post-HDF from 0.53 to 0.63 mg/
kg/month and decreased during Mixed HDF (to 0.35 mg/kg/month at 6th
month). A growing linear trend of EPO requirement was shown in patients on
Post-HDF as opposed to the decreasing demand in patients on Mixed HDF.
Overall, EPO doses at 6 months on Mixed and Post-HDF were 0.34 and 0.56 mg/
kg/month, respectively, P< 0.01. ERI showed a similar trend as darbopoietin
requirement in both periods. Multiple linear model confirmed the significant
differences between techniques. in ESA consumption (estimated difference -0.167,
95%CI -0.21/-0.13, P<0.0001) and ESA resistance (P<0.0001). Among all the
explanatory variables explored by the MLM, only dry body weight (P=0.004) and
albumin level (P=0.041) exerted additional effect on the difference. No
differences in nutritional and inflammatory status, iron metabolism and
treatment efficiency between techniques were shown.

CONCLUSIONS: Mixed HDF seems to have clinical benefits in terms of anaemia
management by reducing darbepoetin requirement in dialysis patients. This may help
preventing the untoward side effects of high ESA doses, besides having a notable
economic impact. Additional evidence is needed to confirm this potential benefit of
Mixed-HDF.
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